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There are certain essentially equivalent objects which have arisen in mathe- 
matics under the following quite different-seeming guises: 
(1) expressions of a special kind in the Aronhold symbolism of classical 
invariant theory, connected with the DeRuyts series (cf. [14] p. 17 and [3]; cf. 
also [4] for a modern approach to the Aronhold symbolism) 
(2) The “quantics”, i.e., tensors satisfying Young’s symmetry conditions, 
defined by Weyl on p. 132 of [15]. 
(3) the “k-connexes”, i.e., elements in the homogeneous coordinate ring 
of the flag manifold, studied by Hodge in [7]. 
(For the equivalence of (1) and (2) cf. [14]; that of (2) and (3) follows from the 
Borel-Weil theorem and also from [9].) 
These objects, which occur in so many different contexts, would seem to 
deserve study in a reasonably general setting. The formulation.proposed here 
(based on the discussion in [13]) is as follows. 
We define the concept of a shape of degree (Y. over an R-module E, where R is a 
commutative ring and N is a finite unordered sequence of positive integers, i.e., 
is a partition of 2 01. These form a R-module ARa E, (coinciding with the usual 
A P E if 01 consists of the single integer p) and these modules fit together to form a 
commutative associative R-algebra 
which contains the exterior algebra AR E as a generating sub-module (not as a 
sub-algebra). Thus, if ac is the unordered sequence a, ,..., a, then the shapes of 
type 01 are sums of expressions of the form 
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with all xi,j in E, A the product in A E, and * the product in 4 E. The rules for 
computing with these expressions, i.e., the defining relations on the generating 
set A E, are given in Definition 1.3 below. 
Section 1 gives definitions of 0 E and of another algebra v E, dual to the 
first in the sense the divided-powers algebra is dual to the symmetric algebra. 
Section 2 is mainly devoted to a few basic theorems concerning these construc- 
tions; the proofs involve combinatorial considerations related to the work of A. 
Young. 
When R is a field of characteristic 0, these “shapes” concide with the objects 
mentioned earlier, in the sense that Al E is then naturally isomorphic to the 
R-module of quantics of type /? in Weyl’s sense (where /3 is the partition con- 
jugate to a) and to the R-module of K-connexes of type /3. More generally, when 
R is a Q-algebra, the algebra 4, E acquires some remarkable additional struc- 
ture, which is sketched in Section 2.4 (the author hopes to discuss this additional 
structure in more detail soon in another paper); in particular, it becomes possible 
to extend A from the submodule A E to the entire algebra 4 E in a natural way, 
so that expressions like e.g., 
make sense, and one is no longer restricted to formations of the special 
kind 1). 
One possible area of applicability of the functors AZ studied here is indicated 
by work of Epstein [5] who has proved that if R is a field of characteristic 0, any 
“nice” functor from the category of finitely generated R-modules into itself, is 
naturally isomorphic to a unique direct sum of functors which coincide with the 
functors Am. Dropping the hypothesis that R is a field, such a direct sum must 
take free R-modules to free R-modules (cf. Theorem 2.4 below). In some con- 
versations, Buchsbaum and Eisenbud were kind enough to explain to me some of 
the peculiar functors that have arisen in the study of generic minimal free 
resolutions of the ideal of minors of a matrix. These functors are indeed sus- 
ceptible to such a direct sum decomposition in all cases I have examined-but 
only when R is a Q-module. 
My original motivation for Definitions 1.2 and 1.3 below was based on some 
recent work by Carter and Lusztig [2]. I wish to thank Seshadri for a conversation 
in which he called to my attention the connection of this construction with the 
work of Hodge, and Rota for a subsequent conversation in which he furnished 
me with the reference [6]. Thanks are also due the National Science Foundation 
for supporting me as a Visiting Scholar at Harvard during the academic year 
1974-75, when these ideas were developed, and to the Mathematics Department 
at Harvard for providing a stimulating environment during that time. Last but 
not least, my heart-felt thanks to Karen Kenny for doing an excellent job of 
typing this paper under difficult conditions. 
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1. DEFINITION OF 4 AND 9 
I . 1. Symmetry Properties of Functions of Several Variables 
V being any set, we denote by S(V) the group of bijections V --+ V considered 
as acting on the left upon V (so that for CL, /3 in S(V), c& is the result of $rst 
performing /3, and then a). 
Consider the action of the symmetric group on 7t letters, upon a function 
f(& ,..., X,) of 11 variables all of which range over the same set D, the function 
taking values in a set T. For later purposes, it is more convenient to take this 
symmetric group to be S({X, ,..., X,}), i.e., that on the set V = {XI ,..., X,} of 
variable symbols, rather than S, = S({l,..., n}). For this action to make sense, 
we must reinterpret f as being the element in TtDy) which takes each map 
V--t D, XIt+xl ,..., Xnw-x, (all xi E D), 
into the element f(xi ,..., x,) in T. Since TID ’ is a covariant functor of V, there ) 
is indeed a natural left action of S(V) on such functions f. Summing up: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let V, D, T be sets. By a function of variable-set V over 
D, with values in T, will be meant an element of TtDY). We define a natural left 
action of S(V) on such functions as follows: If f E TcDV), x E S(V) then the func- 
tion rr 0 f (of variable-set V, over D and with values in T) is defined by 
(rrof)(g: V+D) =f(govr). 
To quote Weyl [ 15, p. 1191: “All this seemingly superfluous pedantry amounts 
to an earnest effort to keep clear the order of composition of permutations.” 
Note. If f is given in the form f (Xi ,..., X,), V = {X1 ,..., X,} the action in 
question may also be described by 
To make some later formulas easier to read, we modify the usual notation for 
permutations slightly by doubling the parentheses involved, writing, e.g. 
((1, 2, 3))((4, 5)) instead of (1, 2, 3)(4, 5). 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let D be a set, A an abelian group. Let V = {XI ,..., X, ; 
Y 1 ,.-., Y,} with X’s, Y’s distinct, and p > q. Then a function f(X, ,..., X, ; 
Y 1 3.-e, Y,) of variable-set V over D with values in A will be said to possess weak 
Young symmetry from the variable-set {Yi ,..., Y,} to the variable-set {Xi ,..., XJ 
provided the two following conditions are satisfied: 
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(Yl) f is alternating in the variables X1 ,..., X, and also in the variables 
Y Y,. 1 >...> 
W) f = Yz%l (WiYlN of. 
If, in addition, f satisfies 
(Y3) For 1 d Y < 4, 
f = I<il<~ci,<q ((xi,y*N((x~2y2N .‘. UXi,~‘rN of, 
then we say f possesses Young symmetry from the variable-set (Yi ,..., Y,} 
to the variable-set {X, ,..., X,). 
Note. Note that (Y2) may be rewritten as: .f(xr ,..., x, ; y1 ,..., y,) = 
ZLf (x1 >.a’ , xi-1 ,Yl 3 xi+1 -.* %I ; xi 3 Yz t..., y,J (all xi , yj in 0) and similarly 
for (Y3). Since (Y2) is a special case of (Y3). Young symmetry implies weak 
Young symmetry; the converse is true if A is torsion free, but not in general. 
If p = 4, i.e., the two variable-sets I’, and V, involved have the same cardinal, 
then Young symmetry from Vi to V, is equivalent to Young symmetry from 
V, to V, . If (Y2) holds for one Y1 E V, = (Yr ,..., Y,} it holds for al& so (Y2) 
and similarly (Y3), do not depend, as they might seem to, on the orderings chosen 
for Vi and for V, = {X1 ,..., X,}. (For proofs see [13], where this topic is treated 
in greater detail; cf. also the earlier papers [2] and [I 61.) 
1.2. Definition of the Shape Algebra. 
For the remainder of this paper, R will denote a commutative ring with 1, 
and E an R-module. 
DEFINITION 1.3. By the shape algebra 4, E( or simply 0 E) of E overlR 
will be meant the commutative associative unitary R-algebra, specified to within 
unique R-isomorphism as universal with respect to the following three properties: 
(Sl) bR E contains the exterior algebra A, E as a generating R-sub- 
module. 
(S2) 4 R E and AR E have the same unity-element: 1 QE = IA,. 
(S3) If p 2 q > 0, the function (Xi A *** A X5)( Y, A *.* A Y,) of p + q 
variables over E, with values in 4 E, possesses Young symmetry from the 
variable-set {Yr ,..., Y,} to the variable-set {A’, ,..., X,}. 
The multiplication in 0 E will be called the upper product (to distinguish it 
from the wedge product) and will be denoted by a dot or by juxtaposition. We 
also use the usual n notation for upper products of many factors. 
Note. It is clearly equivalent to define 4, E by the following more explicit 
construction: 
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In the symmetric algebra SR A a E on the exterior algebra AR E, let us denote 
multiplication by * (to avoid confusion with multiplication in /‘J, E). Let 
I,(E) be the ideal in SR A, E generated by the following elements: IshE - IA,, 
and for all p > p > Y > 1, the range of the function 
(Xl * . . . A X,) * ( Yl A . ‘. A Y,) 
-_ 1 (W,,~‘,)) “’ ((x-,.,YT>> o [(Xl * ‘.. * &I> * WI * ... * YJI, . %&‘“~<2& 
as X, , Yj range over E. Then the composite 
ARE+SR A,E+S, ARE/IB(E), 
is readily seen to be injective; regarding it as an identification, (Sl), (S2) and (S3) 
are clearly satisfied if we set 
bRE = S, A, E/IRE. 
Let us note the following simple cases of (S3): with p = 2, 4 = 1, r = 1 we 
have 
~=(X,A&)Y=((~~-Y))~w+((X,Y))~w=(YAX,)X,+(X,A Y)X*, 
while withp = 3, q = 3, r = 2 we have 
(X, A x2 A X3)( Yl A Y2 A Y3) = (Yl A Y, A Y3)(Xl A x, A Y3) 
+(E;*x,* y&f,*-F3* YJ 
+ (4 * Yl * y&x2 * 4 * Yd 
(Note that, as usual, we may at will interpret these, either as equalities between 
functions; or as identities holding for all Xi, Yj in E.) Caution: We are not 
allowed to “switch” terms in this fashion from a wedge product of length q into 
one of length p, unless p 2 q. 
By apartition will be meant an “unordered finite sequence of positive integers”, 
i.e., an equivalence class with respect to the following equivalence relation on 
finite sequences of positive inteters: 
(al ,.-, a,) - (4 , . . . . b), 
if m :z n and 3 v E S, with bi = a, for 1 < i < n. We denote the partition 
which is the equivalence class of (a, ,.y., a,) by (al ,..., a,); then, for example, 
(1, 3, 3, 2, 1, 1) == (I, 3, 1, 1,2, 3). 
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We also use the usual “exponential” notation for repeated terms in a partition, 
writing, e.g., the preceding partition as 
(13,2,32) = (32,2, 13). 
The set P of all partitions forms a commutative monoid under the operation 
defined by 
<a, ,.-*, a.2 + @, ,..., b,) = <a, ,...> as, 4 ,...I 0, 
if we adopt the convention that P contains the “empty partition” ( ), which is 
a neutral element for the monoid operation. 
We next observe that 4, E is graded by the monoid just constructed: 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let OL = (a, ,..., a,); then by A2”.“a’ E = Asf E (with 
R omitted from the notation when there is no danger of confusion) we denote the 
R-submodule of 3 R E generated over R by the set of all upper products 
(x11 A ..’ A xiJ(xl 2 A “. A X”,,) “. (X;’ A “’ A 2;;) (all xji in E), 
of wedge products of lengths a, , a2 ,..., a,. An element of At E will be called a 
shape of degree 01 in E over R. For the empty partition we define 
/j;'E = Rl,,, = RI,,,. + 
Note that clearly 
so that 4s E is naturally graded by the monoid (P, +). 
It is immediate from either of the two preceding definitions for bR that it 
yields in a natural way a functor from R-modules to R-algebras, assigning to the 
R-homomorphism T: E--f F the R-homomorphism 
4~ (T): 4~ E -+ &P, g (x; A ... A xii) I-+ fi (Td A ... A T&, 
and the same formula defines II~“.“~~ as a functor from R-modules to R- 
modules. These functors 4, A” behave well with respect to change of rings 
(and so, in particular, localization); if f: R -+ S is a homomorphism of unitary 
commutative rings, then it is readily shown that there exist natural S-iso- 
morphisms 
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Hence the functor 4 extends to a functor from sheaves (or bundles) of modules 
into sheaves (or bundles) of algebras, and similarly for A”. 
Note finally the following special cases of these functors Aa1”.‘*a8: If 
s = I, A”’ has its usual meaning. A’” E = A 1*“‘91(ntimes’ E = SnE, a graded 
component of the symmetric algebra on E. 
The functors L,PE recently introduced by Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [l, 
p. 2601 coincide with A”*‘“-l. 
1.3. The Divided-Powers A&ebra 
Assume temporarily that E is a finitely generated projective R-module. It is 
well known that for such E, and for p a positive integer, A” commutes with 
* = Horn, (-, R), while SD and * do not commute. In other words, while 
there is a natural isomorphism 
A”@*) r+ A\“(E)*, 
one must on the other hand write 
Sp(E*) m (D,E)*, 
where D,E is a graded component, not of the symmetric algebra SE, but of an 
(in general) different algebra DE, the divided-powers algebra of E. 
We are thus led to the problem of constructing an algebra 0 E dual to 0 E in 
the sense DE is dual to SE. The remainder of Section 1 is devoted to the defini- 
tion of 0 E; we postpone till Section 2 the proof it has the required duality to 
4 E (cf. Theorem 2.5). 9 E will turn out to be a quotient of the graded exterior 
algebra on DE, just as I$ E is a quotient of S A E. 
Let us begin by reviewing the definition of DE = DRE (we now drop the 
hypothesis that E is a finitely generated projective). DRE is defined to be the 
unitary commutative associative R-algebra generated by symbols e(r) for all 
e 6 E and integral p > 0 (intuitively, we may think of e(p) as denoting en/p!) 
with the following defining relations on these symbols: 
Pl) e(O) = lo, , e(l) = e, (all e in E). 
(D2) E is a sub-R-module of DRE. 
P3) e’“‘e’n’ = (“2) e(*+Q), (p and Q > 0, e in E). 
(D4) (e +f)(“) = C,+,, e(r)f(Q), (e and f in E, n 2 0). 
(D5) (ce)@‘) = cre(r), (c E R, e E E, p 2 0). 
Note that we are using the notation * or juxtaposition to denote multiplication 
in DE; we also use the usual 17 notation for products of several factors. We call 
e(p) the pth divided-power of e. DE becomes a graded R-algebra if we assign 
the degreep to e(P), (e E E, p > 0), i.e., if we define 
D,E = D,RE 
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to be the sub-R-module of DE generated by all 
with all ei in E, pi 2 0, Cpi = n. Also, 
DoRE = R . lDE. 
There is a natural homomorphism S,E --f DRE of graded R-algebras; this is 
an isomorphism when R is a Q-algebra, with inverse 
DRE+C&E,el”l) ...el;“s)t-t ’ , e;l ...e;s. 
p,! “‘P,. 
1.4. Definition of 0, E when R is a Q-algebra 
Before defining fR E in general, we first consider the case that R is a Q- 
algebra (i.e., nl R is invertible in R for each positive integer n), when the definition 
simplifies considerably. The assumption that R is a Q-algebra will remain in 
effect for the rest of this subsection. 
As noted in Section 1.3, SRE and DRE are now naturally isomorphic; we 
identify them, setting e(p) = e”/p!. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let E be a module over the Q-algebra R. The co-shape 
algebra 6 E = OR E on E over R is defined to be the unitary associative 
R-algebra generated over R by the elements of S,E = DRE, with relations given 
by the following four conditions: 
The multiplication in 0 E being denoted by A, we have: 
(i) SE is a sub-R-module of $ E. 
(ii) 1 VE = ISE . 
liii) If 
x1 ,...,Y~ are in Ethen (xr .a* x9) A (yI ***y,J = (-l)~p(y, *.*yJ A 
( Xl s-9 xp). 
(iv) Ifp 3 4 > 0. 
(Xl ... X,) A (Yl ... y,> = -i WiYl>) o [(Xl *.. X,) A (Yl ... Y,)] (1) 
i=l 
where the X’s and Y’s are variable symbols over E; in other words, 
(Xl ... x,) A (y1 . ..y.) = --f (Xl *.- xi-lylxi+l -‘* XP) A (XiYz .‘. Yrr’a) (2) 
i=l 
holds for all xi , yj in E. 
Note the following immediate consequence of (iii): 
(Xl *** X,) A (Xl --I x,) = 0 if p is odd, and all xi E E. (3) 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Let 8 denote the function 
(Xl *** X,) A (Yl *** YJ, 
of p + q variables over E, with values in 0 E, and variable-set {Xl , . . . . X, , 
Y 1 ,***, Y,} = V and let W be a subset of V containing more than max(p, q) 
elements; then 
o= c 7r.e. (4) 
?YeS(W) 
Proof. We may assume p > q, and argue by induction on 
I= number among XI ,..., X, in W. 
Set 
Sym( W) = C (z-: 7r E S(W). 
W contains at least one of Yr ,..., Y, , say Y. Using (1) we have 
Sym( W)O = -i Sym( W)((X,Y))e. 
i=l 
Now if X, $ W, then 
SwWWW = ((4YN SydW - Y> ” FGW 
which is 0 by the induction hypothesis, while if Xi E W, then 
Sym( W)((X,Y))S = Sym( W)S. 
Hence 
(1 + #W)Sym(W)B = 0. 
Because we are assuming that R is a Q-algebra, this implies (4). (Note: This 
proof is a modification of that used by Hodge [7, p. 251, with alternation replaced 
by symmetrization.) 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let ai be a nonnegative integer and let Xi E E for 1 < i < s; 
let 
e1 E S”‘E, e, E S”‘=E 
and let P > m2 , Q > ml ; then 
C (XF) . . . X$) . 0,) h ($4 . . . X$S) . 0,) = 0, (5) 
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the sum being extended over all decompositions 
a, = Pi + qi (1 < i < s) 
such that 
p =P, + ... i-p,, Q = 41 + ... + qs . 
Proof. Pick one such decomposition P; ,..., qs . In (4), set the first jK1 X’s 
equal to X1 , the next p2 equal to X, , etc., and similarly, set the first q1 Y’s 
equal to X1 , etc. If we then divide by 
and observe the identification Xcp) = (X”)/p!, we obtain (5). 
1.5. Definition of 0 and V, (General Case) 
We now drop the assumption that R is a Q-algebra; the reasoning in Section 
1.4 that shows Proposition 1.2 to be a consequence of Definition 1.5 now fails 
and instead we simply incorporate this result into our definition. Thus, we 
are led to the following definition which will be shown in Section 2 to indeed 
have the desired duality properties with respect to 0 : 
DEFINITION 1.6. The co-shape algebra E = 0, E on E over A is defined to 
be the unitary associative R-algebra, generated over R by the elements of DRE, 
and with generating relations on these given by the following four conditions. 
The multiplication in 0 RE being denoted by A, we have: 
(i) DRE is a sub-R-module of qR E. 
(ii) DRE and OR E have the same unity element. 
(iii) 0 A 0’ = (-l)p*& A 8 if 0 E DpRE, 6’ E DQRE. 
(iv) If ai >, 0 and X, E E for 1 < i < s, and if 0i E D,%E, o2 E Dm2E, and 
P > m2, Q > m, , Q > wzi , then (5) holds. 
Let us once more explicitly observe: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If R is a Q-algebra Dejinitions 1.5 and 1.6 are consistent. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.2 in Section 1.4. 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let 01 = (a1 ,..., a,); then by Vfl ,,.., a, E = ValaRE (with R 
omitted from the notation when there is no danger of confusion) we denote the 
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sub-R-module of VR E generated over R by the set of all 6, A 0.. A 0, with 
Bi E 0,” E; we also set, for the empty partition ( ), 
VT>E = RIOE = R . IDE. 
An element of VaRE will be called a co-shape in E over R of degree 01. 
Note that OR E is thus a (P, +)-graded R-algebra, where (P, +) is the 
monoid defined in Section 1.2, i.e., we have 
ijRE = @ VURE, VaRE A VDREC V&E. 
GP 
$” becomes a functor from R-modules to P-graded R-algebras if we define, 
for every R-homomorphism T: E + F, the R-homomorphism 0” (T) to be 
V +RE+ vRF, Q1 A ... A 8, E+ DR(T) 8, A ... A DR(T) es 
(where ei E D,Ri~), 
and the same formula defines Vtl,,..,a as a functor from R-modules to 
R-modules. As before, these functors V,” and q behave well with respect to 
change of rings, and so extend to functors on sheaves (or bundles) of modules. 
These functors V, E were first constructed in a different fashion by Carter and 
Lusztig, at least when E is a free R-module. In [2, p. 21 I] they assign to each free 
R-module E and partition 01, what they call the “Weyl module” Ea, consisting of 
all tensors of order C 01 over E which satisfy certain conditions; it may be proved 
there is a natural isomorphism between Eel and V,, E. What is new in the present 
treatment is the construction of generators and relations for these modules, and of 
a graded commutative multiplication A on the direct sum of these modules. It 
should be noted that the Carter-Lusztig definitionmakes sense when E is not free, 
but the isomorphism Em e V,, E then fails in general; e.g., for (Y = (p), V,, E w 
A* E while E(p) is the set of all w E E@P with this property: fi,..., f, in E*, fi = fi 
with i # ,j * (w,fi @ *se of,) = 0. 
2. INDUCED BASES AND INDUCED PAIRINGS 
If E is R-free on B, and < is a total ordering on B, we construct in this section 
free R-bases A” (B, 0, V, (B, <) for Ai E, VmRE, respectively. These are 
constructed in Section 2. I where, however, it is only proved they are generating 
sets. In Section 2.2 a natural pairing between A” E and V,, (E*) is constructed, 
where CX* is the conjugate partition to 01. Finally, by studying this pairing between 
the elements of A” (B, <) and V,* (B*, <), we prove simultaneously in Section 
2.3 that these are indeed bases, and that (A” P)* and V,, (P*) are naturally iso- 
morphic if P is a finitely generated projective R-moduIe. 
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2.1. Induced Bases 
Throughout this subsection, we assume that E is free over R on the basis B, 
and that < is a given total ordering of B. (It is not assumed that B is finite.) 
DEFINITION 2.1. By a standard upper product over (B, <) will be meant 
an element of 4 R E of the form 
w := (b,,, A ‘.. A b,,,l)(b,,, A ... A b,,,?) ... (b,,, A ... A b, (I ), 
. s (1) 
where the b,,j satisfy the four following conditions: 
(11) All b,,j lie in B. 
(12) a, > a2 > 1-e 2 a,. 
(13) b,.l < bi,z < ... < bi,,< , (1 < i < s). 
(14) b,,j < b,,j < -** , i.e., b,,j < b,,,j if 1 < i .< i’ < s, 1 < j < a,’ . 
We denote by A” (B, <) the set of all standard upper products over (B, <) of 
degree 0~. 
Note. A priori, it is conceivable that two such standard upper products be 
equal; we see in Section 2.3 that this is never the case, but for the time being 
we must, strictly speaking, regard A” (B, <) as an indexed set with possible 
repetitions. The same applies to V, (B, <) in Definition 2.3. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A’ (B, <) generates A”, E over R. 
Proof. By a semistandard upper product will be meant an expression of the 
form(l) which satisfies (Il)-(13); it is easy to see that these generate Ai E over R. 
We define a total ordering < on the set of semistandard upper products by 
assigning to each w of the form (I) the sequence 
(i.e., reading w from right to left) and then imposing the usual lexicographical 
ordering on these sequences. 
Clearly, it suffices to show that every semistandard w is either standard, or 
may be expressed in the form w = C wi in such a way that each wi is semi- 
standard, w < wi and wi involves precisely the same set of b,,? (of course in a 
different order) as does W. 
If W, given by (I), does not satisfy (14) then there exist integers i, i’, j such that 
(2a) 1 < i’ < i < s, 1 <j < a, < a,’ 
(3) b,,j < b,,,j . 
Applying (S3) in Definition 1.3 to switch the partial product b,,l *a* b,,j (ending 
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in the “bad” term bij) from the ith factor in (1) to the (i’)th, which is permissible 
since ai’ > ai > j, we obtain 
wz c u(t, ,..*, 4) 
l<tl<.‘.<tj<:a,, 
with W(tl ,..., tj) obtained from w by interchanging: 
bi,,tl with b,,l , bir,t, with bi,z ,..., bi,,t, with b,,j . 
Let CO’ = ni=, (b;,, ..* bivnt) = & w(t, ,..., tj) be semistandard; the biu are thus 
given by: 
(4a) biu = b,, if t # i, t # i’. 
W) %,I -=c .*. < bLSai s a rearrangement of bi,,tl ,..., bi,,t, , b,,j+l ,..., bi+. 
(4~) b;,., < ..a < b;+, is a rearrangement of b,,,, ,..., 6,,,,, ,..., 6de,t, ..., 
bi,,ai. , L ,...> b,.j . 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show w < CO’. Note first that 
(5) bij < bij since among the ai elements of B listed (in two ways) in (4b), 
at least ai -,i + 1 exceed bij : we have 
b,,? < b,,j+l < ... < b,,,+, b,,j < b,,>j < b+. 
Similarly, 
(6) b,, < bik ifj < k < ai 
since among the ai elements listed in (4b), at least ai - k + 1 are > bij , namely 
bi,k 7 bi,/x+l >..*, bt,o, * (4a), (5), and (6) imply w < w’, which completes the proof. 
Remark. Note that the preceding argument also furnishes a simple algorithm 
for computing the expression of elements of A” E as linear combinations 
of standard upper products. 
DEFINITION 2.2. By the term in the ith spot of a divided-powers product 
xI”‘) . . . xf’8’ E DE (all xi in E), 
will be meant the ith term in the sequence 
Xl ,..., Xl 9 x2 ,..., x2 ,... x, ,... x, , 
in which x1 occurs p, times, xa occurs pa times, etc. 
Note that this is xi, where j is determined by p,+ ... + piPl<i < p,+ ... +pj. 
DEFINITION 2.3. By a standard wedge product over (B, <) will be meant an 
element of 0, E of the form 
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where the bij satisfy the four following conditions: 
(I*l) All bij lie in B. 
(1*2) Mr > *** > M,9 where Mi = Ci”4;, m(i, j). 
(1*3) bi, < bi, < -.- < biGi (1 < i < s). 
(1*4) Let Bij denote the element in thejth spot of bjy’il” **. btz(ia*)); then 
B,j < B,j < . ..forl <jfM,,i.e.,B,,<B,r,ifl <i<i’<Mj,l <j<M1. 
We denote by V, (B, <) the set of all standard wedge products over (B, <) 
of degree 0~. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. V, (B, <) generates V,” E over A. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we define a semistandard wedge 
product 6’ to be one which satisfies (I*l), (1*2), and (1*3), and define a total 
ordering on these by lexicographically ordering the associated sequences 
B s,M, >..., B s,l T...T B l,M1 >...Y B 1.1 . 
If 8 is semistandard but not standard, we may write it in the form 
fj = (y 1 . @(id Z,2‘ . . . b!“‘“.“i”) ,., (bj(T(j.1)) . . . bjr”,‘j.“” . yz) ,, (j 2.u, 
with Yi and Yz in DE, i <j, b,,l < ... < b,,v < b,,u < ... < bi,,d, and 
application of Proposition 1.2 expresses 0 as a Z-linear combination of semi- 
standard wedge products which follow 0 in the total ordering described above. 
2.2. The Induced Pairing 
Let E, E’ be R-modules, and let ( ) denote a pairing between them, i.e., an 
R-homomorphism E ORE’ + R; we write (e, e’) for (e @ e’). Our next goal 
is the construction, for each partition 01, of a naturally induced pairing ( ), 
between Al E and Vt* E’, where 01* denotes the partition conjugate to 01. 
If we assume 
01 = (a, ,..., a,), or* = (b, ,..., b,), a, > *** > a, > 0, 6, > ... > b, > 0, (7) 
the assertion that 01, (Y* are conjugate is equivalent to: 
1 <i<ajol <j<bi. (8) 
A” E, V,, E are generated over R by expressions of the type, 
w = Wl ..’ w,y ) wi = xi.1 A ..* A Xi,a( ) (9) 
0 = e1 * h et ) (ji = yjy.l)) . . . yjr”,(ii.d), (10) 
respectively, where all xij E E, all yij E E’, and deg Bi = Cj m(i, j) = bi ; we 
now wish to specify the value of (w, 0>, = I. 
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Let yi,j be the element in the.jth spot of Bi (cf. Definition 2.2) for 1 ,( j < t, 
I < i < bi . As a first candidate for I, we consider 
which makes sense by (8). This is clearly not a well-defined function of w or 8; 
for example, it is not alternating in xi,r ,..., X+ . Thus, we are led to consider 
s 
c c [in w dk) JJ (xi,c7(j)f 9 Y.i,7(i)i) (11) (ou)~~dS)) (T(l)~.~T(f)I I;=1 1 1<3<Ui 1 
the two sums being extended over S(a,) x a** x S(aJ and S(b,) x ... x S(b,), 
respectively. 
Unfortunately, one technical difficulty remains: since 
yiel ZZz **. = Yi.m(i.1) 7 Pi,m(i,*)+1 = + *** + Yi,m(i.1)+&2) T etc. 
each term in (11) is repeated ni,i m(;, j)t times, so if some m(i, j) > 1 and R is a 
field of the wrong characteristic, (11) is identically 0. Accordingly, we modify 
(11) by summing over &’ instead of S(b,), where SC’ is any complete set of 
representatives for the left cosets of 
S(l,..., m(i, 1)) X S(m(i, 1) + I,..., m(i, 1) + m(i, 2))X . . . . 
in S(bJ. The particular choice of Si’ is irrelevant; to be specific, let us pick: 
Si’ = set of all 7 in S(b,) which for, each 1 < j < ci are monotonic 
increasing when restricted to {K: C,“Zt m(i,j) < h < &1 m(i, j)}. (12) 
Thus, we are led to: 
THEOREM AND DEFINITION 2.4. Let ( ): E OR E’ ---f R be an R-homo- 
morphism, and let OL, 01* be dual partitions given by (7). Then there exists a unique 
R-homomorphism 
/\“R E @ vfe E’ + R, 
which will be denoted by ( >, , having the following property: 
If w E A” E, B E V,, E’ are given, respectively, by (9) and (lo), ifyi,j denotes the 
elements of the jth spot of Bi (cf. De$nition 2.2) and if Si’ C S(bi) is given by (12), 
then <w, S>, equals 
the jirst and second sums being extended, respectively, over S(a,) x .** x S(a,) and 
S,’ x -.. x St’. 
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Proof. We begin by noting that if a! = (n) or (I”), this definition indeed 
yields the usual induced pairings 
and 
( )l,,: FE @ V,, E = S”E @ D,E’ - R. 
Using these two special cases (I 1) may be rewritten in two ways: It equals 
and also equals 
These two expressions for (13) imply that there exists an R-pairing i( > between 
@b, A”” E and &, DbcE’ such that ((CO,..., wS , 0, ... O,> is given by (13). To 
complete the proof, it suffices to show that (( >> factors through the two surjec- 
tions 
Let f be the function with variable-set ,X = {XiFj : 1 < i < s, 1 < j < bi} 
(all x’s being distinct) on E into R, whose value for the map 
X-E, xi,j + xi,j T 
is the expression (13). To prove that (( >> factors through rr , it suffices to show 
that,foralli,j,rwithl <i<j,(s,r,<aj,wehave 
f= C ((xi,tlxj,l>> “. (Xi,t,Xi.~)) ‘.fi (14) 
l<Q<...<t,gai 
But (14) amounts to an equation between two polynomials with integral coeffi- 
cients in the quantities (xij , ykl) and in proving it we may assume without loss 
of generality that R is a Q-algebra. (Note also that, given any R and elements 
zij,lCl in R, we may always choose E, E’, ( ), x’s and y’s as above so <xii , ykl) = 
zcij,kl .) Hence, to prove <( > factors through rr (and, by similar reasoning, 
through ?T*) it suffices to prove this when R is a Q-algebra. 
481/47/‘-7 
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We accordingly assume, for the remainder of the proof, that R is a Q-algebra. 
Now D,E = SbE, (10) simplifies to 
H = 0, ‘.. ot , Oi = yi.1 .” Yi.b, r 004 
(while we continue to assume (9)) and the pairing < >> is given by 
((Wl A .‘. A ws , 01 .‘. e,> 
= c z(Ii ). w u(k) Jj <Xi,di)j T Y ,7Cj)i? (1% 
(O(l),...,dS)) (T(l),...,T(tl) k=l l<I@, 
the first and second sums being extended over S(a,) x ... x S(a,J and S(b,) x ... 
X S(b,), respectively. 
Let F denote the result of replacing, in (15), all xisj by X,,j and yk,$ by Yk,r , 
where the X,,j , Yfi,l are distinct variable symbols; let 
x = {X,,j : 1 < i < s, 1 <j < a,}, 
Y = {Yj,, : 1 < i < s, i ,< j < q}, 
More precisely, F will denote the element of 
RE2~ (E’)* = @, 
which assigns (15) to the pair of maps 
X --+ E, Xiej w x?,~ and Y-E’, yi,j ++ Yi,i . 
Since @ is a covariant functor of X and of Y, there are natural left actions of S(X) 
and of S(Y) on @, which we denote by an extension of the notation in Definition 
1.1, i.e., for rr E S(X), r’ E S(Y), F’ E 0 we denote the results of these two 
actions by 7r 0 F’, m’ 0 F’; note that then 
77a(doF’) =7r’o(7roF’). 
These actions extend in the usual fashion to actions of Z[S(X)], Z[S(Y)] on @. 
In terms of this notation, to prove that (( >> factors through nr and ma , it suffices 
to prove the two following equations in @: 
F = 2 ((Xi,, . &,I)) OF if 1 <i<j<s. (164 
t=1 
F = - 2 (P’i,, , Yd OF if 1 <i<j<t. (16b) 
t=1 
(cf. Proposition 1.3, and note also that when R is a Q-algebra, Young symmetry 
may be replaced by weak Young symmetry in condition S3) of Definition 1.3, 
by the remarks following Definition 1.2.) 
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The ideas and results used at this point to prove (16) are those of A. Young. 
If E C X, denote by iE the natural injection S(E) + S(X), and let P(E), N(E) 
denote the following elements in the group-ring Z[S(X)]: 
P(E) == c iE(u) 
ot.sm 
A7(E) = c sgn(cT) iE(o), 
&S(E) 
and similarly for subsets of Y. 
Let f denote the element 
fl Cxi.j Y IS,i>, 
l<l@i 
in CD; then we may rewrite (15) as: 
F = N,(a) 0 [P&*) ofl, 
where 
(17) 
N,(a) = n N({X,,, .” &,“J), 
i=l 
(If9 
pv(a*) = fi p({yj,l ... Yj.hJ). 
j=l 
Note the following symmetry property off: denoting by L the bijection X + Y, 
X,,i -+ Yj,, it is readily verified that we have 
Hence, setting 
u of = (L-*u-~L) of (all (5 in S(Y)). 
P,(cx”) = L-‘P,(ol*)b = n P({X,,j ... Xz$])), (19) 
j=l 
we may rewrite (17) as 
Similarly, we obtain 
where 
F = N=(a) P&i*) of. (204 
F = P,(a*) N,(a) of, Wb) 
N,(a) = &N,(U) 1-l = fj P({Y,,l ..’ Yi.aJ). 
i=l 
The elements 
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will be recognized as being Young symmetrizers; for these one has the following 
identities (cf. [16]): 
if 
and 
0 = 1 - jJ ((xi,t 9 xj.l)) 
t=1 1 
Nz(a) pz(a*)~ (214 
1 ,Ci<j<s, 
0 = I 1 + $ WtY,,1>) 1 p,(a*) Nd4, t=1 
if 
1 <i<j<t, 
@lb) 
Since (20) and (21) clearly imply (16), the proof is complete. 
2.3. The Basis and Duality Theorems 
Suppose that E is free over R on B = {er ,..., e,}; let B* = {e,*,..., e,,*} be the 
dual basis for E*. We assume these bases ordered by e, < *** < e, , 
e,* < *-- < e,“. The canonical pairing ( ) between E and E* induces, by 
Definition 2.4, for each partition 01 a pairing ( ), between A” E and V,, E*; 
we now wish to compute the effect of this pairing on elements of the generating 
sets A” (B, <), V,, (B*, <) for A\a E, V,, E*, respectively. 
For this purpose, it will be convenient to use the language of Young tableaux. 
Let 
a = (al ,..., a,), al 3 -*- > a, > 0, 
a* = (6, )...) b,), h 2 *** 2 6, > 0. 
We define the Young’s frame of OL to be 
Y, = {(i, j): 1 < i < s, 1 <j < a,}. 
(This is often visualized pictorially by an array of dots or squares, e.g., in 
[15, p. 1201 but this more arithmetical definition is sufficient for our present 
purposes.) Note that 
(i, j) E Y, 0 (j, i) E Y,* . 
By a Young’s tableau of type LY. over a set S will be meant a map T: Y, -+ S. We 
may associate to every tableau X: Y, + E, (i, j) + X,,i of type 01 over E the 
element [X] in A” E given by 
(Xl,, A ..’ A X,,,J ... (X,,, A ... A x, a). . s (223 
(Indeed, in the author’s initial studies in these matters, where shapes were 
considered as embedded in the tensor algebra over E, i.e., as being “quantics” 
in the sense of Weyl [15, p. 1321, this tableau notation was employed. Once if 
became clear that the shape associated to X is alternating in X,,r ,..., X,,,$ for 
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each i, the notation (20), which seems preferable, immediately suggested itself.) 
Similarly, to every tableau T of type 01 over [n] = {l,..., rz} we associate the 
element 
UT = n (erh) ... eOi,,i)). 
i-l 
Clearly, A” (B, <) is indexed by the set of such T which satisfy the two following 
conditions (cf. Definition 2.1): 
(i) If j < j’ then T(i, j) < T(i, j’). 
(ii) If i < i’ then T(i, j) < T(i’, j). 
A tableau into [n] satisfying these two conditions will be called a vow-strict 
standard tabZeau. (cf. [12]). The row-strict standard tableaux of type OL over [n] 
also index V,, (B*, <); if T is such, we define &- E V,, (B*, <) as follows: 
By (ii), for eachj between 1 and t the sequence T( 1, j),..., T(b, , j) has the form: 
t(1, j) repeated m(1, j) times, followed by t(2, j) repeated m(2,j) times, followed 
by,..., followed by t(cj ,j) repeated m(j, cj) times; here, 
t(1, j) < ... < t(cj ,j), 1 m(i, j) = bj . 
We then set 
8, = 8, “’ et with /jj = e3iyjFsj)) . . e,*(:TjP’*j)), 
and it is easy to see this is standard, and every standard wedge-product arises in 
this way. 
There is a natural right action of S( Y,) on tableaux of type 01, defined by 
CW(i, j> = T(+i, j)). 
We denote by Row(a) the subgroup of S( Y,) consisting of all n such that 
7r(i,j) = (i’,f) * i = i’, 
and similarly by Cal(a) the subgroup of all m such that 
n(i, j) = (i’, j’) *j = i’. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If Tl, T, are row-strict standard tableaux of type 01 over 
PI then <w, , b2>, is the sum of sgn 0, taken over the set of all 0 E Row(a) such 
that for some r E Co1 01, T,o = Tp. 
Proof. If we set x$,~ = e,l(,,j) , y”,,i = egz(j,i) , then (wr, , 19~~). is given by 
formula (13) of Definition 2.4. For each rr in Row(a) and (J in Cal(a) we define: 
r(i) E S(q) by r(i, j) = (i, m(i)j) for 1 < i < s; 
u(i) E S(4) by 4 j> = (4.i) i, j) for 1 <.j < t. 
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Note that with these values for r(i) and u(j), the corresponding term in (13) is 
sgn (T, if, for all i andj, T,(i, u(i) j) = T,(n( j) i,j), i.e., T,a = T2n; otherwise it 
is 0. Note also that, among all rr’ E Cal(a) such that T,r = Tzn’ i.e., with 
T2(r( j) i, j) = T2(&( j) zY,j) for 1 .< i .< bi , there is precisely one r’ for which 
all n’(j) E Sj’ with Sj’ as in Definition 2.4. Proposition 2.3 is an immediate 
consequence of these observations. 
Associate to each tableau T of type cx into [n] the sequence 
T(1, 1) ,..., T( 1, a,), T(2, 1) ,... , T(2, ~a),..., T(s, a,), 
and order these tableaux according to the lexicographic ordering of the asso- 
ciated sequences; let 
TI < ... < T, (23) 
be the resulting ordering of the row-strict standard tableaux of type 01 into [n]. In 
connection with Proposition 2.3, we may apply the following known result 
about row-strict standard tableaux of type LY over [n]: 
If T, T’ are two such, if r E Row(a), 0 E Cal(a) and T?r = T’a then either T’ 
precedes Tin the sequence (21) or T = T’ and (T = x = I. (Professor Rota has 
indicated that he has published a proof of this combinatorial lemma, but the 
author does not know the reference; cf. also [13], Appendix 1.) 
Thus, if we set 
hij = (UT, , or,> 
the matrix I/ hij /I is lower triangular with l’s down the diagonal. The decisive 
fact is that /I hi? I/ is invertible; this immediately implies, first, that the generating 
sets 
A” (B, 0 = bJT1 >..., y.J’ ve* (B*, 0 = Pr, ,..., &jJ, 
for A” E, V,, E, respectively, are indeed bases; second, that ( ), is a duality 
pairing between A” E and V,, E*. The two following theorems are immediate 
consequences: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let E be an R-module, free over R on the set B (not necessarily 
$nite), and let < be a total ordering on B; then Aa (B, <), V, (B, <) are R-bases 
for A*, E, ‘4: E, respectively. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let E be a finitely generated projective R-module; let 01 be a 
partition with conjugate partition a *; let ( > be the canonical pairing between E and 
E*; then the inducedpairing ( ), places Ai E and V,, (E*) in duality. 
Remark 1. The above argument only proves these when E is finitely generated 
and free; the extensions given are easy (using for Theorem 2.5 the observation 
in Section 1 that A” and V, commute with localization). 
Note 2. I/ hij I/ is not the identity matrix if n > 5; for instance w = (ei A 
e, A e5)(e2 A e4) and 6’ = (e1e4) A (e2er,) A e, are both standard, and are associated 
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with different tableaux into [.5], but one readily computes, using Proposition 
2.3, that (w, 0) = 1. 
Note 3. Theorem 2.4 will be recognized as an extension of work of Hodge 
[7], who proved (in different language) that A”(B, <) is an R-basis for Al E 
when R is a field of characteristic 0; cf. also Young [17] as well as [2, 4, and lo]. 
THEOREM 2.5. If E is free over R of rank n, there are natural isomorphisms 
,,“R”‘“\ E A”, E E ~~.~P..~, E, V,“,...,, E 0 V,“n E - V;s Q a E. 7 13 . , s 
Proof. The maps in question are w @ W, - w . W, , 19 @ 0,, - 0 A 8,, , 
respectively; one easily verifies these yield bijections between induced bases. 
Note. Theorem 2.5 also holds if E is projective, of rank 12 or less at every 
maximal ideal (since both sides of the arrows are 0 if E is free of rank <n.) 
2.5. Additional Structure on 0 R E. 
This final subsection is devoted to a rapid sketch of some of the remarkable 
structure possessed by bR E, in addition to its structure as (P, +)-graded 
R-algebra; proofs will mainly be omitted, since the author intends to discuss 
these matters in greater detail in a later paper. 
We begin by noting the existance of natural transformations 
such that 
where cy and 01* are given by (7), N%(a) by (18), and P,(a) by (19). (We have 
omitted the specification of &A:=r n,“r, X,‘J’“s’“) which is slightly more com- 
plicated.) These satisfy 
‘&L, = n (d l V,*E , Hera = n cm) lAaE 3 
where L’(a), the hook product of 01, is a positive integer. Hence, if R is a Q- 
algebra, A, and pa are isomorphisms, and (as noted in the introduction) we obtain 
an associative operation h from bR E, extending the product in A E, by using 
A, to transport the operation A from f to 4 E. 
There are also a multitude of “partial” multiplications on bR E, i.e., natural 
transformations 
A;EOA\BRE+/j;E, 
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for various specific partitions 01, !I, y satisfying C c1 + C p = C y. For instance, 
corresponding to the operation “transvection” in the classical theory of invariants 
of binary forms, there is the product, 
Al” @ /\P - Aln+m-V, x, . . . x, @ yr . . y, 
H 1 c (Xi1 A Yjl) ‘.. 
il<...ii, /,,...,j, 
distinct 
(Xir A Y,,) x1 ‘.. zii, “’ Tf, ‘.’ X,Yl .‘. Pjl .‘. Pjr ‘.’ Y,,‘,, 
for Y .< min(m, 72). 
These correspond to the projections in the direct sum decomposition 
(the original Clebsch-Gordan decomposition). Similarly, denoting by [a] the 
irreducible finite-dimensional representation of GL(n, C) associated with A” 
(where n> all integers occurring in 01, /3, or r), and by CJ*s the multiplicity with 
which [r] appears in the direct sum decomposition of [a] @ [@I, the author 
conjectures that when R is a Q-algebra, the set of products (21) is free over R on 
C,y,s products, which may be obtained by the procedure sketched below. 
Among the many methods available for computing Cy”*B, only that of 
Richardson, Littlewood, and Robinson gives this number as the cardinality of a 
set TV”“, as seems most appropriate for our present purposes, namely the set of 
ways (Y, /3 may be put together as described in [S, p. 941 or [l 1, p. 981 to pro- 
duce y. (Their definition does not treat LY and /3 symmetrically, and for this and 
other reasons, the present procedure should perhaps be regarded as provisional: 
the author has a strong feeling a better method exists for constructing a basis for 
these products.) Each member of this set yields a product of the form 21), 
without requiring that R be a Q-algebra, by a procedure which will now by 
illustrated for the specific case 
fx = (2, a, 
B = Cl>> 
y = <3,2). 
We wish to construct 
4: /\',' E BE--+ A',' E, 
and so must construct the shape 
@ = d(KXll fl &d-&l * X22)1 0 n (25) 
of degree (3, 2). Here CyUB = 1; there is only one way of producing the partition 
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(3,2) from (2, 1) and (1) in accordance with the rules mentioned above, and 
this is associated with the diagram 
We are thus led to try 
x2, x2, 
@I = (Xl, A 42 A Y>(X2, A X22), 
but this does not yield a well-defined map, because @r does not possess Young 
symmetry from Xa, , X,, to X,,, , X1,, . We remedy this be applying Young’s 
symmetrizer, obtaining (cf. (18) and (19)): 
Q2 = i N,(2, 2) p,(2, 2) 0 @I = 2(4;, A xl2 A Y)(&, A .&,) - (&, A i&, A Y) 
x (4, A X22) 
+ 6% A x2, A y)(&, A x2,) + @‘-II A -%I A y)(x,, A x2,> 
- (XI, A x2, A y>(& A &I) 
+ 2(x2, A x2, A y)(x,, A x12). 
However, the factor 2 removed still does not make this expression “primitive”; 
reduction to standard form by the procedure of Proposition 2.1 shows that a 
further factor of 3 may be removed, leading to 
@s = 4 @z = (XI, A x2, A y)(x,, A x2,) - (XI, A -%I A Y)(-%I A x2,) 
- (XI, A &a A y>(xn A x21> + (x12 Ax2, A y>(-% A x21>. 
Use of @a in (22) yields a well-defined map 
which (if E is free of rank 33) is nonzero for every R; if R is a Q-algebra, every 
such natural transformation is a scalar multiple of the one just constructed. 
In a similar way, each element of r$ yields natural transformations 
and the author conjectures that, if R is a Q-algebra, these coincide (to within 
nonzero scalar multiples) with the projections and injections associated with a 
direct sum decomposition 
where C A” denotes the direct sum of C copies of A’. 
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Note added in proof. After the present paper was submitted, the author received 
information that some of the results herein may have been anticipated by work 
of G. Higman and his students. Unfortunately, no further details are available at the 
present, when these proofs are to be returned. The author hopes to be able to include in 
[13] (which has been submitted for publication) a complete citation of the work in question. 
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